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Sharemarket slump continues 
US sharemarkets slumped on Friday as investors feared that the Federal Reserve would need to be more aggressive 
in lifting rates to control inflation. Data released on Friday showed the US consumer price index rose by 1.0% in May 
(survey: +0.7%) to be up 8.6% over the year - the highest annual rate in 41 years. The core (underlying) CPI rose by 
0.6% (survey: +0.5%) to be up 6.0% over the year (survey: 5.9%). Consumer sentiment fell from 58.4% to a record 
low of 50.2% in June. Shares in Netflix fell by 5.1% after a broker downgrade. After the close Tesla said it will ask 
shareholders to approve a 3-for-1 stock split at its August annual meeting. The Dow Jones index fell 2.7%. The S&P 
500 index lost 2.9% and the Nasdaq index was down by 3.5%. Over the week the Dow lost 4.6%. The S&P 500 fell by 
5.1% and the Nasdaq lost 5.6% - the worst week for both indices since January. US treasuries fell on Friday (yields 
higher) after inflation data printed above forecasts. US 10-year yields rose by 12 points to near 3.17% and US 2-year 
yields rose by 25 points to near 3.07% - the highest in 14 years. Over the week US 10-year yields rose by 23 points 
and US 2-year yields rose by 41 points.    

European sharemarkets fell on Friday. The pan-European STOXX 600 index lost 2.7% with losses broad-based after 
US inflation data exceeded forecasts. Banks fell by 4.8%. The German Dax index fell by 3.1% and the UK FTSE index 
lost 2.1%.  The local sharemarket declined on Friday, with the S&P/NZX 50 Index down 0.7% to 11,136. Local rates 
rose on Friday, with the 10-year Govt bond yield lifting to 3.93%. 

China’s May CPI printed a little lower than expected at 2.1%/yr (2.2% expected), while the producer price index 
slowed to 6.4%/yr from 8.0%/yr.  China’s President Xi has doubled down on China’s covid zero policy saying that the 
policy must be adhered to “unswervingly”.   

NZ Electronic Card spending during May was stronger than expected, with surging spending on fuel and apparel 
contrasting with flattish outturns for other retail components. The normalisation of spending patterns to pre-COVID-
19 norms looks to have continued with sizeable jumps for services and other non-retail spending. A trifecta of 
headwinds - sharply-higher living costs, slow population growth and weaker household balance sheets - are 
expected to weigh on household sector spending in general over 2022.  

Global oil prices fell on Friday. There were fears that more aggressive rate hikes in the US could slow US economic 
growth and therefore oil demand. Also Shanghai imposed fresh lockdown restrictions. But prices were supported by 
fears of strike action in Norway. The Brent crude price fell by US$1.06 or 0.9% to US$122.01 a barrel. Over the week 
Brent crude rose by 1.9%. 

FX Comment: Major currencies were weaker against the US dollar in European and US trade. The NZD is back trading 
near 0.6350 against the USD at the start of the week, 2c below the recent peak in the first week of June. 

Day ahead: Migration data for April are due today at 10.45am. The Australian sharemarket is closed on Monday for a 
public holiday. In the US, the latest consumer inflation expectations report is released.  

Week ahead local: The data highlight is Q1 GDP on Thursday. ASB forecast 0.6% quarterly growth for Q1 2022, which 
would take through the year growth to 3.0%. We expect growth will slow over the course of the year with 
headwinds building. Before then, food price inflation data for April are due tomorrow. Food prices are expected to 
pick up, which flows through to our view of NZ CPI inflation peaking circa 7% in the year ending June 2022.  

Week ahead offshore: the Bank of England, the Fed (Thursday) and the Bank of Japan (Friday) will meet to set their 
respective interest rates this week. In the UK, our international economics team expect a 25bp increase, taking the 
Bank rate to 1.25%. The BoE has so far taken more incremental steps in normalising interest rates, going up in 25s 
instead of the 50s we have seen elsewhere (including in Australia last week). In the US, the Fed has flagged that 
another 50bp increase (to 1.5% at the upper bound) is likely and they will also publish its updated economic 
forecasts. The Bank of Japan has no plans to change their policy rate from -0.1% with the country not experiencing 
the inflationary shock seen in other jurisdictions. UK economic growth and labour market data for April will be 
released this week. We anticipate that UK GDP will be soft because of high inflation and monetary policy tightening. 
The labour market will remain very strong, with the unemployment rate expected to be steady at 3.7%. After the 
European Central Bank signalled monetary tightening last week, we will get an update on Eurozone CPI on Friday. 
We expect inflation will increase again with annual core CPI remaining significantly higher (+3.8%) than the 2% 
target. Retail sales figures for the US (Tuesday) and the UK (Friday) are also important indicators to watch as analysts 
seek to understand how much tightening conditions will impact on consumer spending.  In China, we expect to see a 
gradual improvement in activity in the monthly data dump on Wednesday.  
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  

 

 

 

 

Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6350 0.0% NZD/SEK 6.351 -0.3% NZX WMP 4150.0 -0.7% Dow 31393 -2.7%

NZD/AUD 0.9015 0.0% NZD/DKK 4.494 0.1% Gold $/o 1871.6 1.3% S&P 500 3901 -2.9%

NZD/EUR 0.6041 0.0% NZD/THB 22.1 -0.1% WTI Oil $/b 120.7 -0.7% NASDAQ 11340 -3.5%

NZD/JPY 85.30 -0.1% AUD/USD 0.7044 0.0% Money Market (%) FTSE 7318 -2.1%

NZD/GBP 0.5155 -0.1% EUR/USD 1.051 -0.1% 90 Day BB 2.53 0.00 CAC-40 6187 -2.7%

NZD/CAD 0.8142 0.3% USD/JPY 134.3 -0.1% OCR 2.00 0.00 DAX 13762 -3.1%

NZD/CHF 0.6291 0.3% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 21806 -0.3%

NZD/HKD 4.985 0.0% NZ 3.93 0.07 1yr 3.66 0.03 Nikkei 27824 -1.5%

NZD/SGD 0.8814 0.0% US 3.16 0.11 2yr 4.01 0.01 ASX200 6932 -1.3%

NZD/CNH 4.274 0.1% Aust 3.68 0.07 5yr 4.10 0.02 NZX50 11136 0.0%
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